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ABSTRACT

expressed by an interaction specification has been extensively discussed in the multi-agent systems community. Traditional specification techniques such as Finite-State Machines [2] or logic-based
ones [9] determine what can be said and when, describing the flow
of interactions. As a complement (or alternative) to these techniques, Singh proposed in [14] the notion of commitment semantics,
which focuses on the social semantics of utterances. A commitment is a relation between a debtor and a creditor, where the first
commits to do something if the creditor does something else. The
meaning of expressions is, then, defined in terms of operations over
commitments. For example, a specification could determine that
when an agent says Offer, it is creating a commitment to make an
item available if the receiver of the message pays for it.
Commitments are useful because they capture social semantics
without over-specifying other aspects such as the order in which
messages are uttered. Naturally, a commitment specification is only
useful if it is shared by all the interlocutors. If one of the agents
has the specification above for Offer, while another one thinks it
is enough to acknowledge the offer to obtain the item, it is unlikely that they will have a successful transaction. The community
working on commitment semantics has already considered different
aspects of the interoperability problem. For example, Chopra and
Singh propose an adequate definition of interoperability, based on
the commitments perceived by each agent [5]. Other work considers
commitment misalignment, which can occur in an asynchronous
environment where messages can be lost or delayed [6].
In this work we tackle a problem that, to the best of our knowledge, remains unexplored. We consider a foreign agent that arrives
to a community whose commitment specification it does not know.
There is no shared meta-language, so the agent cannot ask directly
what words mean. However, it can observe interactions between
other agents, who do know the community’s vocabulary and its
social semantics. In this paper we analyze under which conditions
the agent can infer the commitment specification with only this
information. We use a simple probabilistic technique, in which the
agent analyses possible meanings in the interactions it observes.
This method is similar to the ones in [3, 4], where agents infer
alignments between vocabularies from the experience of interacting, although they do not use commitment semantics. We show how
when using a basic commitment semantics agents can learn a specification that is useful to interact, but which is not necessarily the
correct one. Incorporating simple semantic extensions is enough
to infer the actual specification. We evaluate all the methods with
simulations using randomly generated protocols.
In the following section we describe possible scenarios in which
the techniques in this paper would be useful. In Section 3 we describe formally the language to specify commitments. Section 4
presents a probabilistic technique to discover social meanings from

Commitments are a useful abstraction to specify the social semantics of multi-agent communication languages. To use them in open
and heterogeneous systems, it is necessary to develop solutions to
the problem of interoperability, an effort that has already provided
methods to, for example, align commitments between interlocutors.
In this paper we consider the problem of commitment semantics
inference, which can be summarized as follows: how can an agent
that arrives to a community with an established language discover
its social semantics, only by observing interactions? We introduce
a method based on simple learning techniques that tackles this
problem. We show that the basic commitment semantics is not possible to infer, and discuss different ways of enriching it that make
inference feasible. We show experimentally how our technique
performs for each of these extensions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Multi-agent systems make possible the interaction between participants that have different backgrounds, knowledge, and abilities,
allowing for rich collaboration situations that harness this diversity.
In such open communities, ensuring that all participants understand
language in the same way is practically impossible. Establishing
one central, fixed language can work for small and closed communities in which participants have no exchanges with foreign
agents. In open situations, however, external agents who do not
know the language may join the community at any time. In order to integrate these new agents in the system, it is necessary to
provide them with techniques to learn the language. This can be
challenging, in particular since language in open communities is
likely to change and evolve, making fixed specifications obsolete.
The situation therefore requires the development of techniques to
learn a new language in a dynamic way.
Which techniques can be used to learn a language depends on
how this language is specified. The question of what should be
Proc. of the 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2018), M. Dastani, G. Sukthankar, E. André, S. Koenig (eds.), July 10–15, 2018,
Stockholm, Sweden. © 2018 International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and
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observing interactions between two agents. The problem is particularly challenging because the possibility of operating with commitments adds significant uncertainty. Section 5 shows experimentally
that the basic commitment semantics does not allow to infer meaning correctly. Section 6 discusses different extensions, all of which
were proposed in the literature on commitments for multi-agent
systems, that enable agents to learn the specification.

2

Scenarios with emergent semantics. An agent that already knows
the language of a community can use the techniques that we propose to understand new meaning that is created dynamically by
other interlocutors. This kind of meaning is known as emergent semantics [1] and it is difficult to capture since it is usually not explicit.
Using our techniques an artificial agent could infer, for example, the
commitment meaning of expressions that appear spontaneously in
social media communities only by analyzing their use. Since the
agent only needs to learn the meaning of a small vocabulary, it does
not require that many interactions.

SCENARIOS

The general situation that we consider in this paper can be described
as follows. We assume there exists an established community with a
shared commitment specification that guides interactions between
their members. This specification defines which utterances trigger which operations over commitments. To interact successfully,
agents must know this specification. Otherwise they may unintentionally engage in commitments without complying with them
later. We consider a foreign agent that wants to interact with agents
in the community, but which does not have access to the specification. This can happen for different reasons. First, the agent may be
unable to ask for it. If it knows nothing about the foreign language,
it may not even be able to ask somebody else for the specification.
Second, even if the specification is available, it may be impossible to understand for the new agent. This is because the words
or symbols used to describe meanings can be different from the
ones the agent would use. To make an analogy, this would be like
giving a dictionary with definitions in English to someone who
does not speak any English. Finally, the specification may not exist
as something that can be shared. Social conventions are dynamic
and fast-evolving, and they are not necessarily always explicitly
written down. The fact that agents can follow a convention does
not necessarily mean that they can make it explicit.
The technique that we propose allows the foreign agent to infer
the commitment semantics used by the community only by observing interactions between interlocutors who already know it. In
this way, the agent can start interacting only when it is sure that
it knows the semantics (because all the interactions it sees adjust
well to the specification it inferred). We do require that the agent
can observe many interactions, particularly when vocabularies are
large. We identify three types of scenarios where this is possible.

3

COMMITMENT SPECIFICATIONS

A semantics based on commitments describes the social effect that
utterances have without imposing any restriction on how the flow
of the interaction will be. A commitment is an abstract concept
relating two agents (debtor and creditor) and two propositions (antecedent and consequent). The intuitive meaning of a commitment
is that, when it holds, the debtor is obliged to bring about the consequent if the creditor enforces the antecedent. As an example, the
commitment created by Offer that we mentioned in the introduction could have agent a 1 as a debtor, a 2 as a creditor, and the actions
of paying and delivering an item as antecedent and consequent,
respectively. Agents can operate with commitments, creating, deleting, or even assigning them to other agents; they do this by sending
to each other messages that are associated with the operations.
The syntax and semantics of (operations over) commitments
have been formalized in multiple ways. Originally, commitments
were defined over a propositional language, and the antecedent and
consequent were propositions on this language. A separated vocabulary was used to communicate the operations. We will, instead,
follow the approach proposed in [12]. In this work, commitments
are defined over the same events that trigger them. That means that
an agent can, by performing an action u, commit to perform v if the
creditor performs w. We will use this idea considering events to be
messages that are exchanged between agents. In this way, agents
operate over commitments by sending messages, and at the same
time commitments are defined over the utterance of words. That
is, a commitment with v as antecedent and u as consequent means
that the creditor must say u if the debtor says v. In the example
above, the creation of the commitment to buy an item is triggered
by uttering the word Offer, and it says that, if the debtor says Pay,
the creditor must say Item later. In this way, we provide a general
approach by keeping all the specification at the level of utterances.
In this section we describe the syntax and the semantics of our
language to specify commitments. While the idea is heavily inspired
by the work in [12], we present it in a different way that will
ease the exposition of the inference techniques. We also made
some simplifications that make the inference more approachable.
Concretely, we allow words to have only one meaning, and the
antecedent and consequent of a commitment are single messages.
We also consider interactions between two agents only.

Scenarios with many available interactions. This includes any
kind of open environment with many participants and public interactions. An example are the auction or market systems described
in [8]. An agent who wants to start participating in an auction
community has, in addition to the reasons mentioned before, an
extra incentive to avoid asking for definitions: in such a competitive
environment, it could be deceived. Observing public interactions
between other agents is a way of learning the semantics discretely
and efficiently.
Scenarios in which a log is available. In this case an agent tries
to enter a smaller, closed community with well-defined internal
semantics. An example of such a community are the groups of
parents described in [11], where members interact with each other
to collaborate in everyday tasks. If the community gives the agent
access to a log of interactions, it could learn the semantics before
starting to participate.

3.1

Syntax

A commitment specification relates words in a vocabulary with their
social meaning, that is, with operators over commitments. We consider three of the basic commitment operators: Create, Cancel, and
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Release [19]. Intuitively, Create initiates a commitment contract
in which a debtor commits to say something (the consequent) if
the creditor says something else (the antecedent). Both Cancel and
Release are ways of finishing the commitment without necessarily uttering the consequent. The difference between them is that
Cancel is uttered by the debtor, while only the creditor can Release
a commitment. Since we only consider interactions between two
agents, we do not include the Assign and Delegate operators that
only make sense in larger communities. From now on, we use a
vocabulary V and a set of agent IDs A = {a 1 , a 2 }. We will refer
with a and a ′ (assuming that a , a ′ ) to any agent in A.

Our ultimate goal is to define when an interaction between two
agents complies with a specification, that is, when the agents have
satisfied all the commitments they made. Before presenting the
operational semantics, let us introduce the notion of messages and
interactions.
Definition 3.3. Let a, a ′ ∈ A (a , a ′ ) and v ∈ V. A message is a tuple m = ⟨a, a ′, v⟩, where a and a ′ are the sender and
receiver respectively.1 An interaction is a sequence of messages
I = [m 1 , . . . , mn ].
Interactions are sequences, and as such any operation over sequences can be applied to them. We will use the following ones: append (I . m, for a message m), length (len(I )), indexing (I [i] for some
1 ≤ i ≤ len(I )), and subsequence (I [i : j], for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ len(I )).
The operational semantics uses the notion of commitment. This
notion is not explicit in the syntax of the specification language,
but only used to define its semantics.

Definition 3.1. Let v, v ′ ∈ V be two words. A commitment operation is a term op(v, v ′ ) where op ∈ {Create, Release, Cancel }.
We call O V the possible commitment operations over words in
vocabulary V.
A specification is a function between V and the set of commitment operations. Not all words in the vocabulary need to have a
commitment meaning, so we include a None term to the co-domain
of the function.

Definition 3.4. A commitment is a tuple in the set C = V ×
V × A × A. The agent IDs represents the debtor and the creditor
respectively, and we require them to be different. Two words are
the antecedent and the consequence of the commitment.

Definition 3.2. A specification over V is a total function means :
V → O V ∪ {None}

We will define the semantics of the language by describing the
state of each possible commitment for an interaction I and specification means. A commitment is inactive when the debtor has not
created it, active when the debtor created it, but its antecedent has
not been uttered and detached when the debtor created it and its
antecedent was uttered by the creditor.

The means function relates words with their social meaning
only, letting us focus on the inference of that kind of semantics in
particular. Of course, words in the vocabulary could have additional
meanings. For example, there could exist a physical dimension of
semantics that relates words with events, in which a word Pay
corresponds to a transfer to a bank account. The problem of learning correspondences between words and an observable physical
meaning has been extensively studied (see [16], for example, for a
cognitive approach) and we do not consider it here.

Definition 3.5. Let means be a commitment specification over
vocabulary V. A state function is the function σ : C × I →
{active, inactive, detached } that is defined as follows. Let u, v ∈ V,
and c be a commitment (u, v, a 1 , a 2 ). The case when a 2 is the debtor
is analogous.
σ (c, []) = inactive

active
if σ (c, I ′ ) = inactive and




means(w) = Create(u, v)




inactive if σ (c, I ′ ) = detached and



means(w) = Cancel(u, v)
σ (c, I ′ .⟨a 1 , a 2 , w⟩) =


or w = v





′

σ (c, I )
otherwise






inactive if σ (c, I ′ ) = detached and



means(w) = Release(u, v)






detached if σ (c, I ′ ) = active
σ (c, I ′ .⟨a 2 , a 1 , w⟩) =
and w = u





′

σ (c, I )
otherwise





Example. We will use the example we already mentioned to
illustrate concepts throughout this paper. From now on, we will
refer to it as the transaction example. Consider a vocabulary V =
{Offer,Withdraw, Complain, Pay, Receipt, Item, ReturnMoney, Reject}.
The following one is a possible commitment specification:
means(Offer) = Create(Pay, Item)
means(Item) = Create(Complain, ReturnMoney)
means(Withdraw) = Cancel(Pay, Item)
means(Reject) = Release(Pay, Item)
And for the rest of v ∈ V, means(v) = None.
Let us remark two aspects of the proposed commitment specification language. First, it allows for embedded commitments. For
example, the definition of Offer uses Item, which creates a commitment itself (to return the money if the agent who paid complains).
Second, operations over commitments do not have a debtor and a
creditor. Instead, this information is implicit and depends on who
utters the word and to whom, as we will see below. Intuitively, if
a 1 sends Offer to a 2 , the commitment will be created with a 2 as
creditor and a 1 as debtor.

3.2

Our semantics is sequential: if a commitment is detached at some
point, it has to be turned inactive, independently of what happened
before. This allows for the specification of interactions in which
the same commitment is made twice. The state function σ always
returns the last state of a commitment.

Semantics

The semantics of the specification language describes how agents
can operate with commitments by sending messages to each other.

1 Since

we only consider interactions between two agents, it would be enough to have
one agent in the definition, but we keep two for clarity and compatibility reasons.
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A Technique to Infer Social Meaning

The states active, detached and inactive are enough to define the
operational semantics of our specification language. We choose to
use only these ones to maintain the definition short and clear. However, other notions that appear in the literature will be important
for the inference process. Concretely, we will need to distinguish
between different ways of turning a commitment from detached
to inactive. When the debtor cancels it, we will say it is canceled,
when the creditor releases it will be released, and when the debtor
utters the consequent it will be discharged.
Finally, we define the notion of compliance of an interaction.
Intuitively, an interaction complies with a specification if it has no
detached commitments, that is, every commitment that was created
and detached finished in one of the three possible ways.

We propose a probabilistic approach, in which the student maintains a confidence value for each mapping between a word and a
commitment operation. We represent these values as a function
ω : V × O V → R+ . This function is partial, since the student does
not know V a priori, which also implies it cannot compute all the
possible meanings in O V . The values in ω are updated with each
observation of a new complete interaction, to reflect new evidence
for possible mappings. We call V ω the set of v ∈ V such that
ω(v, o) is defined for some o ∈ O V . Similarly, for each v ∈ V,
O ω (v) are the commitment operations o ∈ O V for which ω(v, o) is
defined. These are the meanings considered possible for v.
The update works as follows. For each interaction, the student
first computes the possible meanings for a word, and then it updates
the value of those mappings in ω. Finding all possible meanings
is challenging due to the existence of operations to finish commitments (Cancel and Release), combined with the fact that the
student does not know the complete vocabulary a priori. As an example, consider again the transaction specification. Suppose the student observes the interaction [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩), ⟨a 2 , a 1 , Pay⟩, ⟨a 1 , a 2 ,
Withdraw⟩]. Since it does not know a priori that Item exists, the
student is unable to infer the correct semantics, and it may think
that means(Offer) = Create(Pay, Withdraw). Our solution to this
problem consists on inferring possible Create operations separately,
by looking at the possible fulfilled commitments. With this information, the student can learn the rest of the operations.
From now on, we will consider a student that observes an interaction I with at least one message. For simplicity, we will refer to
the word uttered in position i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ len(I )) as vi . From now
on we will only work with commitments where a 1 is always the
debtor. The case when a 2 is the debtor is analogous. First of all, the
student computes possible Create meanings for each word in I . For
an index i, these are the set of all commitment that can have been
discharged after it, that we will call Disch(I , i).

Definition 3.6. An interaction I complies with a specification
means if there are no detached commitments, that is, if σ (c, I ) =
inactive or σ (c, I ) = active for every c ∈ C.
Commitments that are detached at the end of an interaction
are normally called violated. As we will explain later, we assume
all interactions agents see are compliant, so we will not need this
distinction.
To illustrate these ideas, consider the buying example, given by
the specification above. Consider the following interactions:
I 1 = [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩, ⟨a 2 , a 1 , Pay⟩]
I 2 = [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩, ⟨a 2 , a 1 , Pay⟩, ⟨a 2 , a 1 , Withdraw⟩]
I 3 = [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩, ⟨a 2 , a 1 , Pay⟩, ⟨a 1 , a 2 , Item⟩]
The first interaction does not comply with the specification, since
the commitment (Pay, Offer, a 1 , a 2 ) is detached. I 2 and I 3 do comply,
since the commitment is canceled and discharged, respectively. Note
that another commitment is created in I 3 by saying Item, but it is
never detached.

4

Definition 4.1. Let I be an interaction and i an index such that
1 ≤ i ≤ len(I ) and I [i] = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vi ⟩ (everything is analogous for
a 2 ). The set Disch(I, i) contains all the commitments that may have
been created by vi and later discharged. Concretely, a commitment
(v j , vh , a 1 , a 2 ) is in Disch(I, i) if there exist indexes j and h after i
(i < j < h < len(I ) and v j , vh , vi ) such that I [j] = ⟨a 2 , a 1 , v j ⟩
and I [h] = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vh ⟩.

INFERRING SOCIAL SEMANTICS

The problem of inferring the commitment semantics of a community can be formulated as follows. Agents in a community interact
following a commitment specification means over vocabulary V.
Each interaction is between two agents a 1 and a 2 , is finite, and
complies with the specification. An external agent, called student,
observes the complete interactions sequentially, one at a time. The
student does not know neither the vocabulary V used by the agents
nor the function means, but it assumes they are behaving according to some specification like the ones that we described in the
previous section. Moreover, the student does share with the rest
of the agents the general operational semantics that we described
in the previous section. That is, the student may not know that
means(Offer) = Create(Pay, Item), but it knows that if it does, then
σ (⟨Pay, Item, a 1 , a 2 ⟩, [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩]) = active. This does not imply that the student uses the same words in the specification. It
could perfectly well use any other word instead of Create; the
important part is that they work in the same way.
In this section we present a technique that the student can use
to infer the mappings in means only by observing interactions
between agents that already know the specification.

As an example, consider the interaction I = [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩,
⟨a 2 , a 1 , Pay⟩, ⟨a 1 , a 2 , Receipt⟩, ⟨a 1 , a 2 , Item⟩]. The set of possible discharged commitments for index 1 is Disch(I, 1) = {(Pay, Receipt,
a 1 , a 2 ), (Pay, Item, a 1 , a 2 )}. The set of possible discharged commitments for index 2 is empty, because since a 2 spoke only once, it
cannot have discharged any commitment.
To update possible Create meanings, the student rewards the
mappings between each message vi and the creation of all the
commitments in Disch(I, i). Let ρ 1 be a reward parameter. For all
1 ≤ i < len(I ), and for all (v j , vh , a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Disch(I , i), let o =
Create(v j , vh ):

ω(vi , o) + ρ 1 if o ∈ O ω (vi )



ω(vi , o) ←

otherwise

ρ1
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The process to update Release and Cancel operations is similar.
First, the student generates possible meanings. Words that are candidates to mean Release are those that are uttered by the creditor
of a commitment after the commitment was created and detached.
Cancel candidates are the analogous ones that were uttered by the
debtor of the commitment. Of course, the student ignores a priori
which Create operations were actually uttered. For this reason we
consider all Create meanings that are possible for a word according
to ω. To compute possible Cancel and Release meanings, we first
need to define the set Det(I, i), that contains all possible detached
commitments that were created by vi .

5

Definition 4.2. Let I be an interaction and i an index such that
1 ≤ i ≤ len(I ) and I [i] = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vi ⟩. The set Det(I, i) are all commitments that can have been created by vi according to the student’s
ω and that are detached after i in I . Concretely, (v j , v, a 1 , a 2 ) ∈
Det(I, i) if Create(v j , v) ∈ O ω (vi ), I [j] = ⟨a 2 , a 1 , v j ⟩ for some
i < j ≤ len(I ), and ⟨a 1 , a 2 , v⟩ < I [j : len(I )] .

Definition 5.1. Consider a student with confidence function ω
and an evidence parameter ϵ1 . The specification meansω maps each
v ∈ Vω with a meaning in O ω (v) as follows:

argmax ω(v, o) if for all o ′ ∈ O ω (v)





o ∈O ω (v)
ω(v, o) − ϵ1 > ω(v, o ′ )
meansω (v) =



otherwise
 None


As an example, consider the interaction I = [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Offer⟩,
⟨a 2 , a 1 , Pay⟩, ⟨a 1 , a 2 , Item⟩], and suppose that Create(Pay, Receipt) ∈
O ω (Offer). Then (Pay, Receipt, a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Det(I, 1).
If a commitment is in Det(I , i), and since all interactions comply with the specification, one of two possibilities is true. Either
the Create meaning for that commitment is wrong for vi , or it
was canceled or released after it was detached. A commitment
(v j , v, a 1 , a 2 ) in Det(I , i) can be canceled by any word uttered by
a 1 after j, or released by those uttered by a 2 after j. These are the
possible meanings to update.
Of course, since agents consider all possible Create meanings,
some of them will be wrong. To take this into account, when updating the values for the possible Cancel and Release meanings in
Det(I, i) the student uses the confidence on the mapping between
the corresponding Create operation and vi . To this end, we use
the values in a normalized version of ω. This function, called ω̂,
is obtained by scaling the function ω in such a way that for each
Í
v ∈ V ω , o ∈O ω ω̂(v, o) = 1, and for all o ∈ O ω , 0 ≤ ω̂(v, o) ≤ 1.
For each (v j , v, a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Det(I, i) and for each message m ∈
I [j : len(I )], let o = Release(v j , v) if m = ⟨a 2 , a 1 , vh ⟩, or o =
Cancel(v j , v), if m = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vh ⟩. With ρ 2 being another reward
parameter, the update is as follows:

ω(v j , o) ←




ω(v j , o) + ρ 2 · ω̂(v, o)


if o ∈ O ω (vh )



ρ2


otherwise

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We evaluated our inference technique using two different approaches.2
First, we analyzed how the student behaves when it uses the specifications it infers to interact with other agents. The second approach
consists in measuring the correctness of the learned specifications
with respect to the real ones.
Before describing the experiments, we need to establish which
is the semantics that a student infers from the observations. This
specification is obtained from the confidence distribution ω, and we
will call it meansω . It assigns to each word the possible meaning
with maximal confidence value if there is enough evidence for it,
that is, if its confidence is higher than the confidence on any other
possible meaning by a difference larger than a given threshold. If
there is not enough evidence, it assigns None:

We used randomly generated specifications and interactions
in the experimentation. The only restriction we imposed to the
specifications was that the Cancel and Release meanings were over
commitments that could be created: to include Cancel(v, w) (or
Release(v, w)) as a meaning, we required that there existed a word
with meaning Create(v, w). For the interactions, we gave higher
probability to the ones that had active and detached commitments.
We performed experiments with vocabularies of 16 words.

5.1

Experiment 1

The first experiment analyses how often a student violates a commitment according to the original specification when it uses meansω
to interact. We simulated interactions between agents that send
messages to each other alternating turns. Each agent in the interaction follows its own specification, and it always complies with
it. Concretely, agents always send messages that make it possible
to comply with all the commitments in a predefined number of
messages. We analyze how students that use a learned meansω
interact with other agents.
In each experiment a student goes through a training phase
in which it observes a given number of interactions that follow
a specification means. We performed the experiment for training
phases of different length. The observed interactions have random
lengths of between 4 and 10 messages, to avoid choosing a length
arbitrarily. After the training phase, we let the student interact
with an agent 50 times, with each interaction having 6 messages.
The student used meansω to interact, while the other agent used
means. For each interaction, we checked if the student had complied
with means. We performed the experiment for numbers of observed
interactions between 50 and 350, repeating it 50 times for each value.
Table 1 shows the average proportion of successes for each number
of training observations. These results show that the student learns

Information about possible Cancel and Release operations can
also be helpful to update the Create meanings. There can be commitments in Det(I, vi ) that cannot be canceled or released, because
there are no utterances that can cancel them. This happens when
the word that detaches the commitment is the last one in the interaction. For each commitment (v j , v, a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Det(I, i), if j = len(I ),
the commitment cannot be created in the first place, and the student
punishes the possible create with a parameter ρ 3 :

2 The

code
is
available
commitment-semantics-learning

ω(vi , Create(v j , v)) ← ω(vi , Create(v j , v)) − ρ 3
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200
86%

250
88.5%

300
95%

350
96.5%

Table 1: Proportion of compliant interactions for different
numbers of observed interactions

relatively fast specifications that allow it to interact with a marginal
number of commitment violations.

5.2

Experiment 2

In the second experiment we compare the semantics in meansω
with the original ones in means, using the standard precision measure.3 Let V c be all the v ∈ V ω such that meansω (v) = means(v).
The precision of meansω with respect to means is precision(meansω ,
|V c |
means) =
.
|V ω |
For each experiment, we generated a specification means and
let a student observe, sequentially, interactions that complied with
it. These interactions had variable length of between 4 and 10
messages. For each new interaction, we measured the precision of
meansω with respect to means. The experiment ended when the
student found the correct meaning for all words (that means that
precision(meansω , means) = 1, and all the words in V are known),
or when it had seen a limit of 1000 interactions. We used the values
for parameters that had best performance in a preliminary test: the
same value for ρ 1 and ρ 2 , and a much higher one for ρ 3 .
Figure 1 shows the mean of the obtained precisions as a function
of the number of seen interactions for different types of specifications: (a) without Cancel or Release meanings, (b) with Release
meanings, (c) with Cancel or Release meanings. In the figure it is
clear how the inclusion of cancel meanings affects significantly the
convergence to the correct specification. The results show that the
commitment semantics that we presented, without any external
restriction, is not possible to learn completely. This is because it is
impossible to distinguish when an agent canceled a commitment
from when it discharged it by uttering its consequent. For example,
consider the following two specifications:
(1) means(Item) = Create(Complaint, ReturnMoney),
means(ReturnMoney) = None
(2) means(Item) = Create(Complaint, Sorry), means(Sorry) =
None, means(ReturnMoney) = Cancel(Complaint, Sorry)
Suppose the real semantics is the first one. Since agents only
receive compliant interactions, [⟨a 1 , a 2 , Item⟩, ⟨a 2 , a 1 , Complaint⟩]
will always be followed by ⟨a 1 , a 2 , ReturnMoney⟩, but agents have
no way of deciding if ReturnMoney discharges the commitment or
cancels it. This situation is aggravated by the fact that the student
never increases the confidence for None meanings. Although the
semantics the student learns allows to interact correctly with others,
they are actually using different meanings.

6

Figure 1: Convergence for different specification types

be a difference between canceling a commitment and discharging
it by uttering its consequent. Otherwise, there would be no need to
have two operations. Indeed, the community working on commitments has proposed diverse ways of distinguishing between both
operations. These differences are not in the operational semantics
of the language, but are external factors, related to how the language is used. In the rest of this section we explain some of them
and we investigate how our technique can take them into account,
obtaining better results in the second experiment.

6.1

Frequency

The simplest way of distinguishing between discharges and cancelations is by how frequently they occur. In [15] it is argued that
canceling a commitment should be an exceptional behavior, reserved for when for some reason agents cannot discharge it. For the
notion of commitments to make sense, it is necessary that agents
respect them most of the times. Considering a case in which the
discharges are more common than cancelations is actually enough
to improve the performance of our technique.
In a situation in which Create operations are more frequent than
Cancel and Release ones, it makes sense to spend the first interactions trying to learn the first, making the division explicit. To
implement this idea, we make the student update only Create possible meanings for some time, and then start including Cancel and
Release operations. In the experimentation, we found that updating
only Create meanings for the first 10% of the total interactions
yielded a good balance.
To test this idea, we built interactions in which agents are more
likely to discharge than to cancel the commitments they made.
Figure 2 shows the results for different ratios of cancelations to
discharges. Considering discharges to be only twice as likely than
cancelations already improves the performance notably. The modification updating only Create meanings for the first 10% interactions
is actually better even for the 1 to 1 case, as it can be seen comparing
this with Figure 1.

6.2

Observing Punishments

Another way of differentiating between discharges and cancelations
takes into account the consequences for the agent that performs
the action. This idea, developed for example in [15], considers a
difference between what agents should do and what agents can
do. They should not cancel the commitments they make, but they
can do it because it may be necessary in some cases. However,

SEMANTIC EXTENSIONS

The situation we just explained does not really affect the usability of
the learning technique. For the language to make sense, there must
3 In this case it is not necessary to consider recall, since as soon as the student has seen
all the words in the vocabulary, | V ω | = | V | .
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Figure 2: Frequency

Figure 3: Punishments and Policy

agents that cancel their commitments receive a punishment for
their behavior. This mechanism allows to change the punishment in
a flexible way, according to the commitment that has been canceled
or to other factors. For example, the punishment for canceling a
commitment to give an item if the creditor pays may be low if there
is an emergency, but high otherwise.
Taking into account punishments for canceling commitments
can help finding the correct social meanings. We consider a simple
case in which agents receive a fixed punishment if they canceled
any commitment in an interaction. The student can observe this
punishment, as well as which agent was punished. If the student
observes an interaction and the information that agent a 1 was
punished, it means that there is at least one commitment that a 1
created, a 2 detached, and a 1 canceled. Of course, the student does
not know which commitment that is. However, if it observes that an
agent was not punished, it knows that all its detached commitments
were discharged or released, but not canceled. The student can
therefore discard many possible Cancel meanings.
First of all, the student will only reward possible cancel meanings
for those interactions when the agent was punished. For an interaction where ai was not punished, the student subtracts a value ρ 4
from all possible Cancel meanings for all possible detached commitments. This is because we assume agents are punished when they
cancel a commitment, not anytime they utter a word with a Cancel
meaning. Concretely, consider indexes 1 ≤ i < j < h ≤ len(I ), and
let I [h] = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vh ⟩ and Cancel(u, v) ∈ O ω (vh ). If (u, v, a 1 , a 2 ) ∈
Det(I, i) and I [j] = ⟨a 2 , a 1 , v⟩, the student updates ω as follows:

it can observe punishments, reaching high precision. The technique
still fails sometimes because agents fail to distinguish None from
Cancel or Release meanings, but it no longer presents the problem
that we described before.

6.3

Cancelation policies

In the first papers about commitments [13], the authors proposed
to have an extra specification with regulations that are external
to the commitment semantics. These are higher-order constraints
that describe the conditions under which different operations over
commitments can be performed. The conditions to cancel commitments, in particular, are specified by cancelation policies. In this
section we study how this extra information can help in the process
of inferring meaning.
Following our original idea that only utterances are observable,
we define policies as sets of constraints over words, that establish
what has to be said before being allowed to cancel a commitment.
Definition 6.1. Let O cl
be all possible Cancel operations over
V∪{∗}
the vocabulary V extended with a sign ∗. A cancelation policy is a
relation Pol : O cl
× A × V × A.
V∪{∗}
If, for example, (Cancel(u, v), a 1 , w, a 2 ) ∈ Pol, agent a 2 has to
say w before a 1 can cancel a commitment (u, v, a 1 , a 2 ). If the Cancel
operation has ∗ as antecedent or consequent, the rule is valid for
cancelations of commitments with any word in that position. As
an example, a policy could say that a 1 can only cancel a commitment to give an item if there was an emergency, which has to be
communicated by that same agent. This would be expressed as a
social policy as follows:

ω(vh , Cancel(u, v)) ← ω(vh , Cancel(u, v)) − ρ 4
Now the student is obtaining extra information about Cancel meanings, which can also be used to update Create meanings. This can
be done by punishing all those Create meanings for which the
operation is detached, and there is no possible Cancel or Release
with high value later. Let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ len(I ), and I [i] = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vi ⟩,
and suppose Create(v j , v) ∈ O ω (vi ) and I [j] = ⟨a 2 , a 1 , v j ⟩ but
⟨a 1 , a 2 , v⟩ < I [j : len(I )] (it is not discharged). Let ϵ2 be a parameter.
If for all h such that j < h ≤ len(I ), either ω̂(vh , Cancel(v j , v)) ≤ ϵ2
if I [h] = ⟨a, vh ⟩ or ω̂(vh , Release(v j , v)) ≤ ϵ2 if I [h] = ⟨a, vh ⟩ (or
the meanings are not in O ω (vh )), the original Create meaning is
punished with a ρ 5 parameter:
Figure 3 shows the percentage of convergence for students that
receive information about the cancel punishments. As it can be
seen, the student is better at inferring commitment semantics when

(Cancel(∗, Item), a 1 , Emerдency, a 1 ) ∈ Pol
We can now define the notion of compliance of an interaction with
a cancelation policy. The same is valid analogously if a 2 performs
the cancelation.
Definition 6.2. Consider a vocabulary V and an interaction I ,
a specification means, and a cancelation policy Pol over V ∪ {∗}.
An index 1 ≤ i ≤ len(I ) such that I (i) = ⟨a 1 , vi ⟩ and means(vi ) =
Cancel(u, v) complies with Pol if, for w ∈ V, a ∈ A,
(Cancel(u, v), a 1 , w, a) ∈ Pol =⇒ ⟨a, w⟩ ∈ I [1 : i]
and the same holds for Cancel(∗, v), Cancel(u, ∗), and Cancel(∗, ∗).
The interaction I complies with Pol if all its indexes comply with it.
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Cancelation policies are common cultural knowledge that is universally shared, also by the student. Note that this implies also that
the student needs to know (part of) the vocabulary a priori. These
rules can be helpful to decide the meaning of words, since they
can rule out impossible meanings. We assume that the interactions
seen by the student always comply with the cancel policy, and that
the student knows this.
The process to take cancelation policies into account is simple.
When a student with a cancel policy Pol observes an interaction
I , it checks each word for possible cancel meanings, and punishes
those that would not comply with Pol. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ len(I )
such that I [i] = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , vi ⟩, if Cancel(u, v) ∈ O ω (vi ) and assigning
that meaning would make the index i non-compliant, punish the
mapping with a parameter ρ 6 :

In this case, procedures are specified with automatas or rules. Our
work can be used in a similar way when the specification has a
component that can be expressed with commitments.
The problem of learning word meanings from scratch has been
tackled several times, but almost never for social semantics. Instead,
a large amount of work considers how agents can learn from observing a common environment [17], or by interacting with each
other [3, 4]. The latter approaches use updating mechanisms that
are similar to the ones we present here. In that case, confidence
distributions are used by agents who have different vocabularies
but similar task specifications to obtain a translation that allows
them to interact.

ω(vi , Cancel(u, v)) ← ω(vi , Cancel(u, v)) − ρ 6

In this paper we presented a method to infer the commitment semantics used by a community, that can be used by a student who
observes compliant interactions between other agents. Importantly,
our techniques use no external resource, and make no assumption
about the student, except that it knows the operational semantics
of the specification language. The actual language used in the specification, however, can be different. This provides a very flexible
method that can be used in open situations.
The semantics of commitments that we proposed is not possible
to learn completely by observing interactions, since it does not
distinguish between the acts of canceling and of discharging a
commitment. We explored different extensions to the semantics that
help to differentiate between these two actions, and showed how
they are useful to infer the correct semantics. Already observing
agents that discharge their commitments more frequently than they
cancel them results in a better inference process.
In this paper we only performed experiments with small vocabularies, that are illustrative, but not realistic use cases. Exploratory
experiments with larger vocabularies that show that, while the
techniques seem to scale up in terms of finding good alignments,
they become very slow for large vocabularies. This is because there
are many possible meanings for each words. This can be taken into
account using a pruning technique on the possible mappings, or
considering pragmatic restrictions, such as not allowing agents to
cancel commitments that have not been created.
Until now we have only considered students that observe compliant interactions, in which agents do not violate any of their commitments. However, this is not necessarily how real interactions
are. Violations can be considered meaningfully in our technique
if the student can identify them as such, for example observing a
punishment. Extending our method to this case is also future work.
Finally, it would be interesting to combine our approach with
other kind of information that can also help the learning process,
such as linguistic structure. To this end, it is first necessary to develop a meaningful integration between commitment specifications
and more complex linguistic structures.

8

The effect of cancelation policies on the inference process depends
on which kind of Cancel operations are regulated. If the policy has
rules for Cancel operations with ∗ for both the antecedent and the
consequent, the effect is similar than in the case with punishments,
since the student knows that, in some situations, the agents cannot
have canceled their commitments. Figure 3 shows the results for a
student that shares a policy with the community. We used policies
that had one rule for each Create meaning in the original specification, with ∗ as consequent. These rules are the most informative
ones, since in the case without policies the student confuses canceling operations with the same antecedent. As we can see, agents
reach higher F-score sooner than in the case with punishments.
This may be because every interaction is affected by the policy,
while interactions where agents cancel commitments give no extra
information in the case of cancelation policies. However, they obtain a lower value in the end, which may be because the restrictions
imply that some words are uttered less often than others, and the
student does not have enough information to learn their meaning.

7

RELATED WORK

As we already mentioned, there exist multiple efforts to tackle different aspects of the interoperability problem for commitments.
Chopra and Singh presented the concept of constitutive interoperability [5], that defines two agents as aligned if they share the
same commitments. They also provided techniques to align commitments, in the case, for example, of asynchronous interactions
in which a message can arrive late [6]. In addition, Gunay et al.
tackled the problem of generating protocols dynamically, adapting
to an open situation [10].
The problem of inferring commitment semantics is closely related to the more investigated problem of norm inference, that studies how an agent can learn what actions are allowed and which ones
are not in a community [7]. This similarity is unsurprising given the
relation between the notions of obligation norms and commitments,
discussed in [15]. In the same paper, however, the author points
at critical differences. Mainly, agents cannot operate with obligations in the same way they can cancel or release commitments.
The problem of inferring rules lacks therefore the complexity that,
as we have seen, arises from these operations. Also related is the
problem of Process Mining [18], that provides techniques to analyze
business processes from the information that is stored in event logs.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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